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We are deeply honored and grateful to have been awarded the 2019 INFORMS Optimiza-
tion Society Student Paper Prize for our work “An Optimal-Storage Approach to Semidefinite
Programming using Approximate Complementarity” [9]. We would like to thank the committee
consisting of Santanu Dey, Frank E. Curtis, Daphne Skipper, and Mengdi Wang for their effort and
for honoring our work. This article explains the main idea of our work.

1 Introduction

Consider a semidefinite program (SDP) in the standard form

minimize tr(CX)
subject to AX = b and X � 0.

(P)

The primal variable is the symmetric, positive-semidefinite matrix X ∈ Sn
+. The problem data

comprises a symmetric (but possibly indefinite) objective matrix C ∈ Sn, a righthand side b ∈ Rm,
and a linear map A : Rn×n → Rm with rank m. The notation tr(·) stands for the trace operation,
i.e., the sum of diagonals.

SDPs form a class of convex optimization problems with remarkable modeling power. But
SDPs are challenging to solve because they involve a matrix variable X ∈ Sn

+ ⊂ Rn×n whose di-
mension n can rise into the millions or billions. For example, when using a matrix completion SDP
in a recommender system, n is the number of users and products; when using a phase retrieval
SDP to visualize a biological sample, n is the number of pixels in the recovered image. In these ap-
plications, most algorithms are prohibitively expensive because their storage costs are quadratic
in n. Yet for weakly-constrained (m = O(n)) SDPs, the storage cost sufficient to solve the problem is
smaller: these SDPs always admit low-rank solutions with r? ≤

√
2m [3, 14, 6], and the solutions

are often well approximated by a matrix with constant rank.

Optimal storage. How much memory is necessary to solve an SDP? Any algorithm must be able
to query the problem data and to report a representation of the solution. Informally, we say that
an algorithm uses optimal storage if the working storage is no more than a constant multiple of the
storage required for these operations [21]. Concretely, for an SDP (P) with rank r? solution, an
optimal storage algorithm uses O(nr? + m) storage.

Why? First, Θ(nr?) numbers suffice to represent the rank-r? solution in factored form. To hide
the internal complexity of the optimization problem P, we will interact with the problem data
using data access oracles. Suppose we can perform any of the following operations on arbitrary
vectors u, v ∈ Rn and y ∈ Rm:

u 7→ Cu and (u, v) 7→ A(uv>)

and (u, y) 7→ (A>y)u.
(1)

The input and output of these operations must store Θ(m + n) numbers.
For weakly-constrained SDPs (m = O(n)), which admit low-rank solutions [3, 14, 6], a storage-

optimal algorithm should use O(nr?) storage: such an algorithm cannot instantiate the matrix
variable X!

Strategies for optimal storage. One natural stratagem to develop storage-optimal algorithms
is to introduce an explicit low rank factorization of the primal variable X and to minimize the
problem over the factors [5]. Methods built from this idea provably work when the size of the
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factors is sufficiently large [4]. However, recent work [18, 8] shows that they cannot provably
solve all SDPs with optimal storage.

In contrast, this paper develops a new algorithm called CSSDP (complementary slackness
SDP), based on an approximate complementarity principle (detailed in Section 2.1), that provably
solves all regular SDPs: SDPs with a unique primal and dual solution pair (X?, y?) that satisfies
strong duality

p? := tr(CX?) = b>y? =: d?; (2)

and strict complementarity
rank(X?) + rank(Z(y?)) = n. (3)

As shown in [2], these conditions hold generically (outside of a set of measure 0) if the primal and
dual solutions are attained; the conditions also hold in many applications [8].

Apart from approaches based on factorization and approximate complementarity, there is a
different approach to storage-optimal SDP [20] based on sketching [21], which enjoys similar guar-
antees as this paper.

2 Methodology for CSSDP

Consider the Lagrange dual of SDP (P):

maximize b>y
subject to Z(y) := C−A>y � 0

(D)

with dual variable y ∈ Rm. The vector b> is the transpose of b, and the linear mapA> : Rm → Rn×n

is the adjoint of the linear map A. To compute an approximate solution to the dual SDP (D),
consider the following unconstrained problem:

maximize b>y + α min{λmin(Z(y)), 0}. (4)

When α > tr(X?) for any optimal solution X? of (P), (4) and (D) have the same solution set [9,
Lemma 6]. Problem (4) can be solved with optimal storage. Hence, the challenge is to recover a
primal solution from an approximate dual solution.

2.1 Complementarity

CSSDP begins with a complementarity principle: given a dual optimal y?, from complementary
slackness Z(y?)X? = 0 and strict complementarity (3), we know range(X?) = null(Z(y?)). Hence
we may restrict our primal search to this much smaller subspace null(Z(y?)). This principle
suggests an algorithm: solve the primal SDP by searching over matrices in null(Z(y?)). This
recovery problem is a (much smaller) SDP that can be solved with optimal storage.

Our main innovation is a new approximate complementarity principle that holds for regular SDP:
given an approximate dual solution y, we prove that there is a primal approximate solution X
whose range is contained in the eigenspace with small eigenvalues of the dual slack matrix C −
A>y.

Let us now build an algorithm based on the approximate complementarity principle. For now,
assume that r? is known. Given an approximate dual solution y, we can construct an orthonormal
matrix V ∈ Rn×r? whose columns are eigenvectors of C−A>y with the r? smallest eigenvalues.
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The primal problem (P) admits an approximate solution whose range is contained in range(V).
To find this approximate solution, we propose to solve the semidefinite least-squares problem

minimize 1
2

∥∥A(VSV>)− b
∥∥2

subject to S � 0
(MinFeasSDP)

with variable S ∈ Sr?
+ . Given a solution Ŝ to (MinFeasSDP), we obtain an (infeasible) approximate

solution Xinfeas = VŜV> to the primal problem.
Our first main theoretical result ensures that this technique results in a provably good solution

to the primal SDP (P).

Theorem 1 (Main theorem). Suppose (P) is regular. Given a dual vector y with suboptimality ε :=
d? − b>y ≤ const, consider the primal reconstruction Xinfeas obtained by solving (MinFeasSDP).
The distance between Xinfeas to the primal solution X? is bounded by

‖Xinfeas − X?‖F = O(
√

ε).

The constant in the O depends on the problem data A, b, and C.

As stated, this guarantee requires knowledge of the rank r? of the solution; in [9, Section 4.3],
we obtain a similar guarantee using an estimate for r? via a similar reduced SDP of (MinFeasSDP),
called (MinObjSDP) as follows:

minimize tr(CVS)
subject to ‖AV(S)− b‖ ≤ δ and S � 0,

(MinObjSDP)

where δ is the infeasibility tolerance.

CSSDP and storage. Our algorithm, CSSDP, comprises three steps and uses storage Θ(m + nr?):
(1) solving the dual (4) using a first order method with variable y ∈ Rm uses storage Θ(m + n) (if
eigenvectors are computed by an iterative method); (2) computing subspace V using the randomized
range finder [10, Alg. 4.1] has storage cost Θ(nr?); (3) recovering primal by solving the compressed
primal SDP (MinFeasSDP) uses working storage Θ(m+ n+ r2

?) via the matrix-free method from [7,
13]. All of these algorithms can be implemented with the data access oracles (1).

3 Experiments

This section shows that CSSDP, described in Section 2, numerically achieves reasonable accuracy
(10−1 ∼ 10−2) for extremely large scale SDPs, e.g., 105 × 105, with substantially lower storage
requirements compared to general-purpose SDP solvers. A further numerical investigation of
CSSDP and other emerging algorithms (such as SketchyCGAL [20]) in determining their effective
regimes would be of great research interest. All experiments are performed on a laptop-equivalent
processor with one core and 16 GB storage.

We test CSSDP outlined in Section 2.1 on the Max-Cut and Matrix Completion SDP problems
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Problems for numerics

Max-Cut Matrix Comp.

min tr(−LX)
s.t diag(X) = 1
X � 0

min tr(W1) + tr(W2)
s.t. Xij = X̄ij

∀(i, j) ∈ Ω[
W1 X
X> W2

]
� 0

For Max-Cut, L � 0 is the Laplacian of a given graph. For Matrix Completion, Ω is the set
of indices of the observed entries of the underlying matrix X̄ ∈ Rn1×n2 . We use the dual penalty
form (4) and define gα(y) := b>y + α min{λmin(Z(y)), 0} to measure both dual suboptimality and
infeasibility. The detailed setting of each experiment can be found in [9, Section 7].

Storage efficiency. Figure 1 shows that CSSDP uses less storage (for high dimensional problems)
than existing algorithms. We compare our method against the mature SDP solvers Mosek [12],

(a) Max-Cut (b) Matrix Completion

Figure 1: Here we compare CSSDP (our method) using several different values for r with Mosek,
SDPT3, Sedumi, and SDPNAL+.

SDPT3 [17], Sedumi [15] and SDPNAL+ [16]. Figure 1 shows how the storage required for these
methods scales with the side length n of the primal decision variable X ∈ Sn for Max-Cut and
matrix completion.

As can be seen from the plots, solvers Mosek, SDPT4, and Sedumi exceed the storage limit
16GB for matrix completion when n > 103 and for Max-Cut when n > 104. SDPNAL+ uses
less storage than these solvers; however, its storage still exceeds 16GB when n > 104 for both
problems. In contrast, our method scales linearly with the dimension (for any fixed r), and can
solve problems with n = 106.

Speed. Figure 2 demonstrates our method can solve large scale problems that are inaccesible to
other SDP solvers due to their storage requirements.

Results for the Max-Cut SDP on the smallworld graph in the DIMACS10 group [1], with a
decision variable of size 105× 105, are shown in Figure 2a. Results for a matrix completion problem
with decision variable size (n1 + n2)2 = (1.25× 105)2 with n1 = 75000 and n2 = 50000, and over
3.6× 107 many constraints are shown in Figure 2b.
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(a) Max-Cut: smallworld

(b) MatrixCompletion: n1 = 75000, n2 = 50000

Figure 2: Convergence of our method with MinFeasSDP (solid) and MinObjSDP (dotted). Primal
recovery from accurate dual iterates is both more accurate and faster, so primal iterates recovered
from early dual iterates can be dominated by those recovered from later iterates.

Figure 2 shows results for both MinFeasSDP (solid) and MinObjSDP (dotted). Since primal
recovery is substantially more expensive than a dual iteration, we recover the primal only at it-
erations 10, 102, 103, 104, 105, . . . . Since we do not know the solution, we track performance using
relative feasibility gap and relative primal-dual gap,

rel. feas. gap:
‖A(X)− b‖2
‖b‖2 + 1

rel. p-d gap:
| tr(CX)− gα(y)|

| tr(CX)|+ |gα(y)|+ 1
.

These measures are commonly used to benchmark SDP solvers [19, 11, 22].
As can be seen, the proposed method solves each problem to moderate accuracy in a reason-

able time when the rank parameter is sufficiently large; ranks of 10–100 suffice. Interestingly,
(MinFeasSDP) outperforms (MinObjSDP) and is faster and easier to compute.
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